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ABOUT US
Modern Smart window dressing & shade Creation Versatile
solutions offered to you by passionate experts
We thank you for your trust in us. With more than 20 years
nourishing the market with the latest trends and solution for
window dressings and shade creation; Our keen focus on the
fast paced technological advancement is present and with
our client comfort in mind, we always strive to bring the
newest niche products to accommodate our clients’ needs.
As ShadeCreators we are proud of our vision
ShadeCreators team of experts is constantly searching and

and constantly focusing on pioneering with

experimenting for new materials, products and solutions

offerings; to provide each of our valued

globally while maintaining steady operations and custom

customers with seamless comfort, scalable

support.

quality products, smart-easy to integrate
add-ons, and premium dedicated support
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OUR CLIENTS
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OUR PRODUCTS

Shade Creators Blinds

Roller shutters

motors
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OUR PRODUCTS

BLINDS
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1- BLACKOUT ROLLER BLINDS
Blackout roller blinds are the number one choice for Light sleepers
and privacy seekers, displayed in many variations to serve you a
good night sleep.
Blackout Roller blinds provide you with optimum ambient light
shade control by blocking the sunlight to create total blackout.

ShadeCreators Blackout Roller
Blind are a great source to
control the interior surrounding
temperature

naturally

with

total sun heat blockages which
concludes

to

a

lower

air

temperature and a cooler
domestic climate.
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2- SUNSCREEN ROLLER BLINDS
Sun screen roller blinds allows light through while decreasing
the amount of passing sun glare up to 95% ,
ShadeCreators Sun screen roller blinds protect your
household from UV (ultra violet) and IR infrared lightswhich
are a catalyst in the process of property damage , changed
fabric colors, accordingly lessen the lifetime of your furniture.

ShadeCreators Blackout Roller
Blind are a great source to
control the interior surrounding
temperature

naturally

with

total sun heat blockages which
concludes

to

a

lower

air

temperature and a cooler
domestic climate.
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Modern Smart window dressing & shade Creation
Versatile solutions offered to you by passionate experts
We thank you for your trust in us. With more than 20
years nourishing the market with the latest trends and
solution for window dressings and shade creation; Our
keen focus on the fast paced technological advancement
is present and with our client comfort in mind, we always
strive

to

bring

the

newest

niche

products

to

accommodate our clients’ needs.

3- ANGLED ROLLER SHADES
Years of research and development by our shade craftsmen
have resulted in an award winning bottom-up, angled, roller
shade system. The shades fully retract to expose the glass and
architectural features of your angled, trapezoid, and pyramid
shaped windows. They are truly a one-of-a-kind solution.
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4- VISION ROLLER BLINDS
ShadeCreators Vision Roller Blinds are dynamic & transformable window dressing that maximizes your control over the
desired ambient light environment and grants you privacy when desired to accommodate your needs.
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5- VERTICAL

BLINDS

Add a vertical dimension to your private and professional interiors with ShadeCreators Vertical Blinds, dynamic &
versatile; with auto self-align smart mechanism to ensure maximum coverage of your windows.
Vertical Blinds are a set of vertical louvers mounted on a 90-degree movable motion axis; which allows you to open and
close the lovers in a various range of increments, optimally grants you wide control over the ambient light and interior
climate of your property space.
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6- WOODEN VENETION BLINDS
The Wooden Venetian blinds, are blinds specially designed from
seasoned wood. These can withstand weather changes and remain
sturdy through all seasons. Our series are particularly effective in
decors that are more neutral and traditional, where the natural hue
and grain of wooden blinds enhances the look effortlessly. comes in
natural styles and has eye catching colors that will bring warmth to
your home decor.
Precision crafted from the finest
hard-woods,ShadeCreators Wooden
blinds exude tradition and character.
The warm wood tones of these
horizontal blinds enhance any room,
be it a bookcase-lined home office, a
country

kitchen

or

a

tailored

bedroom.
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7- ROMAN BLINDS
Embrace sophistication effortlessly with a dynamic rejuvenated
classic elegant style, ShadeCreators Roman Blinds are the right
pick for a classy and luxurious window dressing aesthetics that
work effectively, easy to operate and fast to integrate.

1. A rejuvenated classic elegant style window
dressing
2. Work effectively, easy to operate and fast to
integrate
3. Vast selection of fabrics; colors, patterns and
textures
4. optimum light control and a luxurious style
5. Quality materials with warranty up to 2 years
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8-BAMBO BLINDS
Bamboo Venetian Blinds ensures that Tropical looking you are
looking for, they are 100% handmade from an opened half spliced
and flattened bamboo stem sheets, this manufacturing
technique keeps the unique look of the bamboo outer layer and
stem nods vivid.

1. A rejuvenated classic elegant style window dressing
2. Work effectively, easy to operate and fast to integrate
3. Vast selection of fabrics; colors, patterns and textures
4. optimum light control and a luxurious style
5. Quality materials with warranty up to 2 years
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For a modern and contemporary
feature that’s as practical as it is
stylish, choose a Venetian blind
for your window to freshen up
your décor. Available in a number
of finishes and made from strong,
durable

aluminium,

Venetian

blinds are a welcome addition to
any room in the house.

9- ALUMINIUM VENETION BLINDS
The Aluminium Venetian Blinds are created by threading
together thin slats of Aluminium. Perfect for more official
settings, they offer the same flexible control in light along with a
razor sleek finish. In the Classic Aluminium Series, you get
quality aluminium slats, matching cords and robust working
parts. These blinds are the most sturdy in nature and can
withstand extreme sunlight.
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OUR PRODUCTS

ROLLER SHUTTER
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2- ROLLER SHUTTER 5.50 HARD FOUM
Window Roller Shutter are the safest window dressing available in the market, they are luxurious and meant to
impress; fabricated from premium high grade Poly Vinyl Chloride, Roller Shutter Blinds sturdy slats are stacked firmly
when closed to form a highly insulating air cushion which leads to; 45% better thermal isolation and outside noise
reduction up to 10 decibels.
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3- ROLLER SHUTTER SECURITY
ShadeCreators Roller Shutter `are a flexible and practical asset for a
better secure property with a maximized privacy control, moreover,
Roller Shutter Blinds are an adaptable dynamic solution for
protection of windows, doors, balconies, garages, storefronts and
shops

1. Optimum climate temperature control with
45% better thermal isolation
2. Up to 10 decibels noise reduction
3. Maximum with security with special break-in
anti thievery lock
4. Flexible and versatile modern design.
5. Up to 2 years’ warranty
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OUR PRODUCTS

AW N I N G S
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1- S H A D EC R EQTO R S AW N I N G
Expand your living space, save energy and protect your family and properties from exterior sun damage with
ShadeCreators Awning solutions.
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OUR PRODUCTS

MOTORS
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WHY SOMFY
Somfy is the leading global manufacturer of strong, quiet, motors with electronic and
app controls for interior and exterior window coverings. Over 270 million users
worldwide enjoy more than 150 million motors produced since 1980. For more than
four decades, Somfy engineers have designed products for both the commercial and
residential markets to motorize window coverings, such as, interior shades, wood
blinders, draperies, awnings, rolling shutter, exterior solar screens and projection
screens. Somfy motorization systems are easily integrated with security, HVAC, and
lighting systems; providing total home or building automation.
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1- SOMFY TUBLER MOTORS

RTS RANGE

ROLLER BLINDS

VISION ROLLER BLINDS

STANDER RANGE

AWNINGS

ROMAN BLINDS

ROLLING SHUTTERS
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2- SOMFY SIDE MOTORS
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3- SOMFY GARAGE MOTORS

Weather resistant,
stay clean cover
A range of accessories can
be easily installed using
the large terminal block

Accessories needed for a professional

Mechanical external
declutching system

RTS electronic board
Installer access level
for adjustments and
parameter changes

Magnetic end limits
(Ixengo L)

User access level to operate
the unlocking system
Weather-resistant
Aluminium base

in the event

Pinion Zamac module 4/14

ELIXO "SLIDING"

IXENGO RTS

LEVIXO RTS
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OUR PRODUCTS

CONTROLS
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Smoove 1 RTS Pure
Part #: 1811533

CONTROLS

INTUITIVE, SURFACE!MOUNTED CONTROL
FOR MOTORIZED WINDOW COVERINGS

REMOTE CONTROL

SENSORS
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C O N TA C T U S
011 14449244
012 10308132
012 27750509
02 20797441
02 29288552
8A Nasr City Buildings,
Nasr City, Cairo, Egypt.
info@shadecreators.net
www.shadecreators.net

